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FASTWURMS is the collaboration of three 
artists, Dai Skuse, Kim Kozzi and Napoleon 
Brousseau, who are based in Toronto, 
although the scope of their work and their 
practice extends beyond the boundaries of 
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the city . In frequent forays into the Canadian 
"wilderness," the artists make a spectacle of 
themselves as they confront the landscape , 
invoking alternate personae of researchers, 
adventurers, or explorers. In the city and 
country, their work describes the explota
tion of a frontier: th at edge between famillar 
configurations of the urban-scape, that 
which has become th e "natural" habitat for 
most humans, and "Nature," a world beyond 
the quotidian. It is along this fault line that 
the terms of the current ecological crisis are 
constituted. FASTWURMS' sculptural work, 
paintings, and installations question, how
ever, whether this crisis can simply be 
situated geographically; in their work lartd
scapes have become events, created in the 
imaginations of individuals and multiba
tional corporations. The artists themsel +es 
have eloquently stat ed the urgency of thts 
situation, "Taken to an eco-niche and bea ten 
with a food <;;hain,:rhe scief\.tific truth is sbtf
evident, The position is etologkal , and the. 
crisis is politic~!." 1 ! 

The ecological crisis has been the catalyst 
for the reevaluation of a whole spectrum of 
seeming ly inno cuo us perceptions about 
natu re, some of whi ch have proved dead ly 
and instrum ental in th e susta ined destruc
tion of t he pl anet's n,it ur al env ironments. 
Thi s "new"' co nsc iousness has pcrmear ed 
diff ere nt fields of acti\' ity from fashi on to 

philo sop hy, and it is im possib le ro speak of 
a sing le eco log icnl di scou rse, desp it e "con
cern ed "' gove rnm ent age ncies and cor por a
tion s, w ho wou ld uni versa lize rhe polemi c 
by pro claimin g that "we ·· mu st be more car
in g about "o u r"' pl anet's d ilemma (thereb y 
absolvin g th em se lves n f res pon sibilit y). 
Th is pre srntation of Na tur e as a unifi ed sub 
ject is hi g hl y suspect . Through hum an 
agen cy, "Na tur e" is geo met ric all y div ided 
by po liti cal borders, and furt her, id eo log i
ca ll y seg m ented for agr icultur e, in dustry, 
res ident ial areas, waste sit es, milit ary sites, 
recreat ion , and so forrh ; yet each of these sites 
is potentially a l,u1dsrn pc. An eco log ically
ori ent ed pict ur e of natur e , in challenging an 
esscnria li st aest hetic, would in sc ri be thi s 
pluralit y of soc io-rco nom ic activiti es in th e 
ext reme foregrou nd. 

If FAST\XIURJ'v!S' work delineates their 
encounters with a radically tampered-with 
natural world , this is realized not only in the 
presentation or'blatant ecological content, 
the 'distressing evidence of pollution or 
waste disposal, but also structurally , through 
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aspects of the artists' production such as 
working methods, use of materials, exhi
bition practices, and related issues of spec
tatorship. 

A critical motif, which might serve as a 
unifying principle, is that of recycling, con
spicuous in the work both as metaphor and 
as method. Certainly many artists working 
in Modernist tradition have re-used detritus, 
but I would argue that FASTWURMS' mera
morphosis of found things is em-politically 
informed. In part, this is a matter of sheer 
scale, since FASTWURMS are not preciously 
salvaging little fragments of urban flotsam; 
they have raided Toronto's municipal dump 
for monumental-scale pieces of industrial 
excrement. In work such as Onze Besoins 
(1990) or Chew or Die ( 1987), the erst-while 
waste products have been subject to the art
ists' intervention, but unlike much collage 
work, their genealogy as garbage has not 
been nullified. Various agents - elemental, 
animal, artistic, industrial - have come to 
bear on these discarded objects, and there is 
a sense that they have not achieved their 
apotheosis in the work of art. 

While the concept of recycling is a cor-
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nerscone of ecological eplightenm ent , if the 
range of recyclable resources is expanded to 
include art itself, the sanctity of the art 
object is potentially violated. Recycling's 
emphasis on process, change and context 
challenges the "universal" and "timeless" 
qualities to which great art supposedly 
aspires. For FASTWURMS this idea has at 
times been enacted literally, by not "clean
ing up" the refuse accumulated during the 
on-site construction of an installation, or 
later, by trashing entire insrallations. 
Whether or not another art object is refor
mulated with the smashed pieces, the mean
ing engendered by the original work has not 
been eradicated by its destruction, since the 
process of signification was provisional. 
Perhaps the physical annihilation of the 
work is a utopic gesture, ensuring that it 
will not be forgotten in a warehouse or 
locked into a place (probably a museum) 
with the expectancy that over the years its 
"meaning" will solidify into the eternal 
values particular to great art/expensive com
modities . The ephemeral quality of many 
FASTWURMS projects ensure chat the pro
duction of meaning is an active process. 
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"Finished " works give the impression of 
being caught mid-movement, arrested dur
ing cycles of growth and decay, or as sus
pended moments of a ritual performance. 
What are the implications for the "symbol ic 
capiral" allegedly invested in works of art, 
when conceived of as less-than-precious 
objects? 

The difficulty in describing a FASTWURMS 
installation involves the spacial exigency of 
che experience. The specrator is envelopeq 
by the artwork, it monopolizes her field of 
vision, but the details are subsumed by the 
physical sensation of inhabiting unfamiliar 
territory; the space "between" becomes ani
mate. In a mimetic gesture, FASTWURMS' 
artificial environments "copy" the mulci
sensorial stimuli of natural environments; 
the transformation of the existing site can 
include modification of lighting, doorways, 
flooring , sound, and so forth, in conjunc
tion with a dense proliferation of con
structed elements. FASTWURMS' experi
mentation with electrical currents also 
simulates the unseen forces which activate 
places ; invisibly binding human bodies to 
the natural world. 
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If the installations can be interpreted as dence of all living things is denied; this 
artificial environments, they also perfo~m as "nature" is not permitted to exist because it 
mock-Gesamtkunstwerk; the concept of an is unprofitable - instead, nature is defined 
architectural framework uniting various as capital: resources and real estate. 
artworks within a coherent aesthetic pro- In FASTWORMS' installation, the object 
gramme is posited and yet constantly is positioned, at times melodramatically, 
brought into question. The fragments of the between Nature and History . Trees as much 
installation, an admixture which might as oil drums are exhibited as cultural arti 
include natural forms, political and reli- facts, not emptied of prior signification, but 
gious symbols, different painting styles, revealed instead during the process of accru-
architectural fragments, found objects, ing new meaning . Beyond the individual 
rather than forming a seamless entity, main- object, it is the sign 's status as an endlessly 
tain their disparate qualities, as if relation- renewable resource that is emphasized. 
ship between them was immanent but not Much recent artwork and theory does in 
yet fully resolved. As multiple connotations fact critique how cultural signs have been 
converge , the installation again evokes a naturali zed within official discourses. "Ap
troubled ecosystem, becoming the site of a propriation" has been a favoured strategy in 
dialogic encounter, which the viewer is this campaign, often consisting of freeze-
called upon to activate . framed images, unveiled as embodiments of 

If this discursive approach sugg ests a spurious truths. 4 There is often , however, a 
model for viewing nature, a praxis that claim to epistemological superiority implicit 
would be applicable for non-art purposes, it in this stance. FASTWURMS acknowledge 
is also a viable ecological perspective . Just as that the image repertoire inherited by artists 
the installations impede nitary reading, a and spectators is never ideologically neutral; 
parallel viewing experience of a natural site, even th e blameless genre of landscape is 
that is, a landscape, would be de-naturalized , . inform ed by gender and race biases, and 
or "read" as a selective collaging of frag- especially economi€ interests. But their 
ments . Abigail Solomon-Godeau has con- "recycling,:' all egory suggests the more 
trasted the "instabdi .ty of meaning withi~ :-~ _empowering possibility of sal_yaging !hese 
the image, and the opposing desire of the obj ect-signs . With their re-contextualiza
spectat r to both produce and fix a mean- tion of hyper-camp Canadiana such as the 
ing ." 2 Recogni:l:ing this onus on the spec- beaver, the igldo, or birch bark, these sym
tator is important when the signs of environ- bols are rein~ested ~ith meaning rather 
mental destruction are displaced , when than remaining drained cells . 
what appears as an uninterrupted scene of This "ecological" approach to cultural 
natural beauty has in fact been the site of inheritance depends on a recognition of the 
some ugly interventions. Focussing the uropic principle active in all objects, sym
ecological deba

1
te on the human subject also bols, images, or words. In discussing narra

allows for a de-romanticized interpretation rive forms, Fredric Jameson has proposed 
of the wide range of emotions and moods that "all ideology ... including the most 
evoked by representations of various land - exclusive forms of ruling-class consciousness 
scapes, seasons, and times of day. Advertis- just as much as that of oppositional or 
ing's sophisticated use of the landscape as a oppressed classes - is in its very nature 
backdrop to sell myriad products suggests Utopian." 5 This distinction is crucial for a 
how a semiotics of natural phenomena can reading of some FASTWURMS projects which 
be studied and politically deployed. utilize potentially inflammatory or taboo 

I have been arguing that a style of inter- symbology, such as Onze Besoins, exhibited in 
rupted reading, which allows for digression, Montr eal, which includes the fleur-de-lys, 
contradiction and questioning within the the Hydro -Quebec logo, the Madonna, and 
body of a text, what has been described as "a most disturbingly, a swastika . 
rupture of the one-dimensional text of These elements cannot be subjected to a 
bourgeois narrative ... a carnivalesque dis- dissociated iconographic interpretation; the 
persal of the hegemonic order of a dominant installation must be approached in its 
culture," 3 is recuperated by FASTWURMS entirety. An anteroom functioning like a 
within an ecological consciousness . This corporate lobby, is appropri<ttely adorned 
disjunctiveness might seem to contradict with huge logos, a Hydro-Quebec sign and 
the rhetoric of many environmentalists, who a fleur-de-lys. But a perversion has occurred: 
encourage positive images of wholeness, the three leaves of the Aeur-de-lys are sacrifi
retelling the sentimental story of our lost cially nailed to the wall, with paint drip
harmony with nature . Rather than offering ping at the punctures, and the Hydro 
imaginary resolutions, FASTWURMS' work Quebe c logo is painted on a support of cheap 
can be interpreted as a homologous reaction wood panelling covered with a decorative 
to capitalism's agenda, where an under - motif of kitsch country scenes. The spectator 
standing of nature as the holistic interdepen- is thus obliged to pass between the twin 
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megaliths of nationalism and nationalised 
industry to reach the inner sanctum. Unlike 
the institutionally lit corporate vestibule , 
the interior twilight zone is fantastically lit 
by an oil drum-chandelier and black lights 
illuminating fluorescent paintings. A cen
tral structure of branches supports a caul 
dron, underneath which a swastika is 
painted on the floor. The connotations of a 
swatiska cannot be less than horrifying. It is 
one of few signs, for present-day Occidental 
audiences, which is so powerful that it yokes 
all surrounding signifiers to it . "Blud und 
Boden" (Blood and Soil), the facist theory 
linking character with geography , seems 
then to be ideology literally grounding what 
was only suggested by the logos in the 
anteroom . Last summer, the Hydro-Quebec 
building in Montreal was the focus of 
demonstrations protesting the government's 
military "solution " for dealing with Native 
land claims . Meanwhile, the company's 
mega -damming projects, which have eluded 
environmental review boards in the name of 
national sovereignty, and are justified in the 
name of national prosperity, now resonate 
with fascist overtones . The installation's 
site -specificity,.is not here a matter of formal 
congruency, but a pointer towards the 
ground we are stanc'.ling .. on; who does it 
belong to, .who has the right to buy and sell 
water, air, energy? Despite the looming pre
sence of government and industry on the 
horizon, the installation 's energized inner 
chamber is a sensuous evocation of natural 
and imaginative powers which continue to 
resist destruction, posing a threat to crimi
nal agendas of both electric power and 
elected power. 

It is possible to imagine FASTWURMS ' 
installations as representations of specific 
geographic sites, that is to say as landscapes. 
A discrete image has obviously been deemed 
insufficient by FASTWURMS, but this same 
site, under ocher circumstances, might have 
been immortalized in a sketch or snapshot. 
And in composing this landscape, 
FASTWURMS would certainly take that 
fictive snapshot into consideration , as a ves
tige of one of many glances chat have been 
cast over that site, one of a multitude of 
presences, human and otherwise, which 
have travelled through the landscape -
some leaving no discernaole trace, some 
drastically altering the land . FASTWURMS 
are intent on bearing witness to these pre
sences, which in the work "appear" simul
taneously in a theatrical space of collapsed 
time. In this delineation of the history of a 
site rather than an enumeration of its topo
graphical features, allusions to human activ
ity will be multivalent, in accordance with 
the many guises of human intervention . The 
land has possibly been used and enjoyed for 
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purposes of commercial gain, scientific 
research, agriculture, sport, religion, art, 
and so forth. 

There are rarely outright representations 
of human agency in these landscapes. Snow
Jhe-bones (1983) included a human skeleton, 
and there is a humanoid figure in Birch Girl 
Plaza, but this cartoony female cyclop 
seems to emerge from a pile of rubbish as 
the electrified genius of the place. Mostly, 
metonymk objects or imagery replace 
human figuration. A rusty oil drum is a 
memento of commercial industry's exploita
tion of the land's resources; a tent-like struc
ture references the indigenous presence on 
the land; hovering over the surface rather 
than deeply carving into the land; camping 
paraphernalia suggests the family-oriented, 
recreational approach to nature. 

In contrast to the oblique representation 
of human activity, FASTWURMS' installa
tions repeatedly include likenesses of a 
mutant bestiary, often resembling Canada"s 
indigenous species which are habitually 
invisible to urban eyes. FASTWURMS' psyche
delic "animal" paintings overcompensate for 
this blindness. Unlike the serenity of Robert 
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Bateman-type "realism" depicting wildlife 
in timeless settings, FASTWURMS' paintings 
highlight the complexity of animals' inter
action with a dystopic natural world. Ani
mals hurtle through vortexes of screaming 
colour and debris . These paintings are one 
occasion when FASTWURMS' vision of the 
ecological crisis approaches the hysterical
apocalyptic. 

r 
If I suggested that FASTWURMS' work 

can be read as landscapes, a basic definition 
of landscape, "a stretch of country as seen 
from a single point," is refuted on two 
froncs #f or privileging the visual sense, 
which constructs a landscape solely accord
ing to optical information, and for the 
imposition of a unitary viewpoint, which 
presupposes one statically positioned human 
conciousness. The proposition of an indi
vidual standing alone in the forest con-I templating Nature is problematic, because 
that person is only nominally divorced from 
the community from whence she came. The 
individual's response to nature is always 
mediated, by language, institutions, belief 
systems, and yet the simplistic and gen-

- dered equation of ''.Man vs. Nature"// s tena-
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ciously deployed in advertising and popular 
culture, as well as being sustained by many 
landscape artists, some of whom are 
allegedly concerned with ecological issues. 
FASTWURMS' work functions as a critique 
of that vein of a historical romanticism, 
which so easily translates into a desire to 
conquer that mysterious "other" that is 
nature. If FASTWURMS' work is informed 
by the idea of Nature as a dialogical site, the 
installation/landscape is potentially a place 
where urban dwellers can engage in the 
staged de-naturalization of some meta
narratives of nature. 

The group's practice also subverts the 
aesthetic paradigm of an individual pitted 
against external reality. What has been 
described as their "expressionism' '. takes 
on an ironic twist . As the collaboration 
between three people, their art can be 
neither the result of a personal ipiphany, a 
heroic quest for form, nor the develop~ent 
of a signature style, all tropes which have 
been especially relevant to landscape rep
resentation. 

Some recent photographs of the artists 
(part of their production) reveal the political 
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dimensions of artists' public postures. An 
exhibition invitation for Honkytown ( 1990) 
shows the three artists against a nightime 
backdrop of the glittering Toronro skyline. 
Lie from below, they glow as if plugged into 
the city, perhaps the embodiment of Mar
shall McLuhan's famous statement about 
electronic media becoming an extension of 
the human nervous system? Another photo 
from Campo Vermi Veloci II ( 1989) depicts 
the artists as swamp creatures, their naked 
bodies submerged in a stagnant pool, sur
rounded by aquatic planes. This adaptability 
might be construed as a cultural survival 
mechanism, or as a sign of disastrously frag
mented subjectivities, but either way, the 
FASTWURMS personae would seem co be as 
marketable, and as recyclable as aoy ocher 
commodity. A third photograph, an invita
tion for Wall Drttg ( 1990), suggests an his
torical model for the relationship between 
artist and nature. This Norman Scudio
scyle, faded black-and-white portrait of the 
three artists posing in rugged hiking cloches 
is apparently "the very picture" of hardy 
Canadians. Is rhis ironic nostalgia for the 
he-man pioneering attitude also referencing 
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Canada's most famous group of arti;s, the 
Group of Seven? Unlike FASTWURMS, rhese 
heroes of Canadian arc were not of course, 
interested in collaborative artmaking. In 
their escape from the social groupings of 
urban centers co the perceived purity of rhe 
Canadian north they planned co individu
.ally "discover" the paradigmatic tree or rock 
through which they might consolidate the 
essence of the land, their own (masculine) 
psyches, and the soul of the nation . In 
FASTWURMS' version of the quest for 
Canada they position themselves not as indi
vidual disengaged spectators, but as a social 
unit, at times literally inside the landscape. 
Nonetheless, the Group of Seven, if under
stood as cultural artifact, proves co be an 
interesting counterpoint co FASTWURMS' 
Canadiana conceit. This is parcly because of 
the same territory explored by both groups, 
but also because the Group of Seven's pro
duction of apartment-sized sublime land
scapes was significant in the construction of 
a national identity after World War One. 
However fragmented and absurd society 
might have seemed in the aftermath of 
bloody trenches, their pictures encouraged a 
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belief in the "whole" individual, standing 
strong as the lone Jack Pine, spiritually 
replenished by a monolithic Canadian 
Nature. 

Even today, commercial galleries across 
the country do a brisk trade in landscape 
painting, ranging from highly realistic co 
near-abstract. These attempts co transcribe 
the elusive Canadian identity in images of 
the land inevitably rely on metaphors of 
Canada's unearned vastness, iciness, white
ness, and desolate beauty, all visual qualities 
codified by the Gcoup of Seven. This concep
tion of nature as something apart from 
urban society is an image which coalesces 
beautifully with the aims of companies and 
governments who don't wane any interfer
ence with their logging, mining, damming, 
building of military installations, and so on, 
especially from environmental activists and 
aboriginal peoples. Industrial capitalism, 
today as much as when the Group of Seven 
were painting, is well served by the wide
spread delusion that "Canada" consists of an 
infinite realm of untouched wilderness. It is 
no coincidence that CP Rail decorated the 
observation cars of its West-bound trains 
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with Group of Seven paintings, a crass les
son in how to look out the windows. (The 
Trans-Canada Highway to this day has 
agreements with logging companies, to 
leave a _corridor of "natural beauty" through 
which travellers can pass.) 

While FASTWURMS' work is predicated 
on dismantling this picturesque form of tun
nel vision, their proposal, and example, for 
viewing nature is both subjective and highly 
politicized . Their work testifies that every 
action and gesture undertaken by individu
als and institutions today has ecological 
repercussions. 6 If the ecological crisis seems 
to demand a new "paysage moralise," that 
goes beyond lament to engage spectators in 
debate, these representations of (Canadian) 
nature must somehow make visible the fab
rication of landscapes, the appearing/disap
pearing acts of discordant ideologies at 
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specific sites. 7 

NOTES 

1. FASTWURMS, Campo Vern,i Veloci 11 (Oakville, 

Ontario: Oakvi lle Ga lleries, 1989), p . 4. 

2. Abigail Solomon-Godeau, "'Beyond the Simulation 

Principl e," in Utopia Post Utopia (Boston : Institute 

of Contemporary Art, 1988), p. 91. 

3.Jameson is paraphrasing Mikh~i! Bakhtin; the 

concept of the "carnivalesque" is especially germa ne 

to FASTWURMS' work. Fredric Jameson , The Politi

cal Unconcio11,: Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act 

(Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1981), 

p. 285 . 

4. For example, Sherrie Levine's appropriated Ansel 

·Adams photographs of grandiose American land

scapes seem co deny the possibility of recuperating 

these sites for visual consumption. 

5.Jameson, op. cit., p. 289. 
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6. A few other artists whose work transl ates ecological 

issues in to political landscape are Eleanor Bond, 

Dominique Blain, and Edward Poitras. 

7. I would like to thank Kitty Scott for her generous 

help. 

Johanne Sloan 1s an art critic living m 
Montreal. 

Dans une perspective ecologique, le travail 
en collaboration de FASTWURMS comporte 
une resonnance particuliere concernant 
le paysage canadien en histoire de !'art. 
L'auteure soutient que ces representations 
de la nature ne peuvent etre simplement 
classees geographiquement, et que ces 
«paysages» produits soot des faits «histori
cises», imagines par Jes individus ou !es 
corporations multinationales. 
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